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Abstract. Flash memory has been widely deployed in modern storage systems. However, the density improvement and technology scaling
would decrease its endurance and I/O performance, which motivates the
search to improve ﬂash performance and reduce cell wearing. Wearing
reduction can be achieved by lowering the threshold voltages, but at
the cost of slower reads. In this paper, the access hotness characteristics are exploited for read performance and endurance improvement.
First, with the understanding of the reliability characteristics of ﬂash
memory, the relationship among ﬂash cell wearing, read latency and bit
error rate is introduced. Then, based on the hotness information provided by buﬀer management, the threshold voltages of a cell for writehot data are decreased for wearing reduction, while these for read-hot
data are increased for read latency reduction. We demonstrate analytically through simulation that the proposed technique achieves signiﬁcant
endurance and read performance improvements without sacriﬁcing the
write throughput performance.
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Introduction

In recent years, storage devices equipped with NAND ﬂash memory have become
widely used for a multitude of applications. Due to its high density, low power
consumption, excellent IOPs performance, shock-resistance and noiselessness,
NAND ﬂash-based solid state drive (SSD) is considered as an alternative to hard
disk drive (HDD) as the second storage device [1]. With semiconductor process
technology scaling and cell density improvement, the capacity of NAND ﬂash
memory has been increasing continuously and the price keeps dropping. However,
technology scaling inevitably brings the continuous degradation of ﬂash memory
endurance and I/O performance, which motivates the search for methods to
improve ﬂash memory performance and lifetime [2,3].
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Flash lifetime, measured as the number of erasures a block can endure, is
highly correlated with the raw bit error rate (RBER), which is deﬁned as the
number of corrupted bits per number of total bits read [4]. As the endurance
of ﬂash cells is limited, RBER is expected to grow with the number of program/erase (P/E) cycles, and a page is deemed to reach its lifetime if the combined errors are not correctable by error correction code (ECC). Many methods
have been proposed to maximize the number of P/E cycles in ﬂash memory. They
include enhancing the error correction capability of ECC [5–7], distributing erasure costs evenly across the drives blocks [8–10], and reducing the threshold
voltages for less wearing incurred by each P/E cycling [11–13].
Flash read latency is also highly correlated with RBER. The higher the
RBER, the stronger the required ECC capability, as well as the higher the complexity of ECC scheme and the slower the read speed. Recently, several works
have been proposed to reduce read latency by regulating the memory sensing
precision. Zhao et al. [5] proposed the progressive soft-decision sensing strategy,
which uses just-enough sensing precision for ECC decoding through a trial-anderror manner, to obviate unnecessary extra sensing latency. Cui et al. [3] sorted
the read requests according to the retention age of the data, and performed fast
read for data with low retention ages by decreasing the number of sensing levels.
In this paper, the relationship among ﬂash cell wearing, read latency and
RBER is introduced. On one hand, ﬂash cell wearing is reduced by lowering the
threshold voltages but at the cost of less noise margins between the states of
a ﬂash cell, which in turn increase RBER and delay read operations. On the
other hand, read latency can be decreased by improving the threshold voltages
for lower RBER, which, however, results in more cell wearing. Based on the
above relationship, we propose a comprehensive approach (HIRE) to exploit the
access hotness information for improving read performance and endurance of
ﬂash memory storage systems. The basic idea is that we design a cross-layer
hotness identiﬁer in the buﬀer replacement management model of NAND ﬂash
memory, hence data pages in the buﬀer list can be classiﬁed into the following
three groups, namely read-hot, write-hot and mixed-hot, respectively. Moreover,
the ﬁne-grained voltage controller is designed to supervise and control the appropriate threshold voltages of ﬂash cells. In particular, the threshold voltages of
a cell for write-hot data are decreased for wearing reduction, while these for
read-hot data are increased for read latency reduction.
Trace-based simulations are carried out to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
our proposed approach. The results show that the proposed HIRE approach
reduces the read response time by up to 43.49 % on average and decreases the
wearing of ﬂash memory by up to 16.87 % on average. In addition, HIRE does not
have a negative write performance eﬀect. Besides, the overhead of the proposed
technique is negligible. In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
• We proposed a cross-layer hotness identiﬁer in the buﬀer replacement management model of NAND ﬂash memory to guide ﬂash read performance and
endurance improvement.
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• We proposed a voltage controller in the ﬂash controller to improve ﬂash-based
system performance metrics with the guidance of the proposed hotness identiﬁer, which manages the appropriate threshold voltages for three types of data
(read-hot, write-hot, mixed-hot) evicted by the buﬀer replacement algorithm.
• We carried out comprehensive experiments to demonstrate its eﬀectiveness on
both the wearing and read latency reduction without sacriﬁcing write performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background and related work. Section 3 describes the design techniques and implementation issues of our hotness-guided access management for ﬂash storage
devices. Experiments and result analysis are presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 concludes this paper with a summary of our ﬁndings.

2

Background and Related Work

In this section, we ﬁrst present the tradeoﬀ between ﬂash cell wearing and
read latency, which is due to two relationships. The ﬁrst one is the relationship between threshold voltage, wearing and RBER. The second one is the relationship between error correction capability, read latency and the number of
sensing levels when adopting LDPC as the default ECC scheme, which brings
superior error correction capability as well as read response time degradation at
the same time. Finally, previous studies related to this work are introduced for
further work in this area.
2.1

Tradeoﬀ Between Flash Cell Wearing and Read Latency

Firstly, the tradeoﬀ between ﬂash cell wearing and read latency is due to the
relationship between threshold voltage, wearing and RBER. A ﬂash chip is built
from ﬂoating-gate cells whose state depends on the amount of charge they retain.
Multi-level cell (MLC) ﬂash memory uses cells with 4 or 8 states (2 or 3 bits per
cell, respectively), as opposed to single-level cell (SLC) ﬂash memory, which has
2 states (1 bit per cell). Every state is characterized by a threshold voltage (Vth ),
which can be changed by injecting diﬀerent amounts of charge onto the ﬂoatinggate. Recently, several works have showed that ﬂash cell wearing is proportional
to the threshold voltages [11,12,14]. The stress-induced damage in the tunnel
oxide of a NAND ﬂash memory cell can be reduced by decreasing the threshold
voltages, and vice versa. Besides, the threshold voltages aﬀect RBER signiﬁcantly. When the threshold voltages are decreased, the noise margins among
ﬂash cell states are reduced, which reduces the capability for tolerating retention errors and increases RBER. Therefore, the tradeoﬀ between wearing and
RBER can be explored by controlling the threshold voltages with a wide range
of settings. The less threshold voltages of a ﬂash state, the less ﬂash cell wearing,
meanwhile, the higher RBER.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between ﬂash cell wearing and read latency.

Secondly, the tradeoﬀ is due to the signiﬁcant relationship between error
correction capability, read latency and the number of sensing levels when adopting LDPC scheme. The ﬂash controller reads data from each cell by recursively
applying several read reference voltages to the cell in a level-by-level manner to
identify its threshold voltage. Therefore, sensing latency is linearly proportional
to the number of sensing levels. In addition, when N sensing levels quantize the
threshold voltage of each memory cell into N+1 regions, a unique log2 (N + 1)bit number is used to represent each region, indicating that transferring latency
is proportional to the logarithm of N+1. Although read requests are delayed
by slower sensing and transferring when using more sensing levels, more accurate input probability information of each bit for LDPC code decoding can be
obtained, thus improving error correction capability (CBER).
Based on the precondition that RBER should be within CBER of the
deployed LDPC code, the tradeoﬀ between ﬂash cell wearing and read latency
can be concluded from above two relationships. As shown in Fig. 1, ﬂash cell
wearing can be reduced by lowering the threshold voltages but at the cost of less
noise margins between the states of a ﬂash cell, which in turn increase RBER
and delay read operations.
2.2

Related Work

Several methods for improving NAND ﬂash memory I/O performance and
endurance have been suggested by exploiting either of the two described relationships. By tasking advantage of the relationship between threshold voltage,
wearing and RBER, Peleato et al. [12] proposed to optimize the target voltage
levels to achieve a trade-oﬀ between lifetime and reliability, which tried to maximize lifetime subject to reliability constraints, and vice versa. Jeong et al. [11]
presented a new system-level approach called dynamic program and erase scaling
to improve the NAND endurance, by exploiting idle times between consecutive
write requests to shorten the width of threshold voltage distributions so that
blocks can be slowly erased with a lower erase voltage. However, both of them
would induce the negative eﬀects such as increased error and decreased write
throughput.
Another set of approaches takes the relationship between error correction
capability, read latency and the number of sensing levels into account. For example, Zhao et al. [5] proposed the progressive sensing level strategy to achieve
latency reduction, which uses soft-decision sensing only triggered after the harddecision decoding failure. Cai et al. [4] presented a retention optimized reading
(ROR) method that periodically learns a tight upper bound and applies the
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optimal read reference voltage for each ash memory block online. Cui et al. [3]
sorted the read requests according to the retention age of the data, and performed fast read for data with low retention ages by decreasing the number of
sensing levels. These state-of-the-art retention-aware methods improve the read
performance signiﬁcantly, and fortunately they are orthogonal to our work.
These studies demonstrate that wearing reduction by adjusting voltage and
read performance improvement by soft-decision memory sensing are useful. However, none of these works consider the tradeoﬀ between read latency and wearing
when exploiting both of the two described relationships. In this paper, we focus
on reducing both the read latency and wearing by controlling the threshold
voltages based on the hotness information of each request, which can be easily
acquired from the buﬀer manager.

3

Exploiting Cross-Layer Hotness Identification
to Improve Read and Endurance Performance (HIRE)

In this section, we propose HIRE, a wearing and read reduction approach, which
includes two new management strategies: Hotness Identifier (HI) captures the
access hotness characteristics at the ﬂash buﬀer management level and Voltage
Controller (VC) modulates the appropriate threshold voltages of a ﬂash cell. We
ﬁrst present the cross-layer study on the access hotness characteristics of each
data page in several workloads based on the buﬀer replacement policy. Then,
on the basis of the observations of this cross-layer study, we propose a hotnessguided voltage controller to reduce the wearing and read latency. Finally, we
present the overhead analysis.
3.1

Cross-Layer Study for Hotness Identiﬁer

In order to guide wearing and read latency reduction, the access hotness characteristics of each data page are needed. The hotness in this work means the
frequency of read or write operations on each data page for a given period of
time. We ﬁnd that the hotness characteristics can be archived by the buﬀer
manager. Buﬀer replacement policy can optimize the I/O sequence and reduce
storage accesses, thus improving the overall eﬃciency of the storage system. In
this study, we use the simple and eﬃcient Least Recently Used (LRU) policy
to acquire these information. Note that other buﬀer replacement algorithms for
NAND ﬂash-based storage systems, e.g., PT-LRU [15] or HA-LRU [16], are completely orthogonal to our work, and can be also used with the proposed HIRE
approach to improve ﬂash-based system performance metrics.
We implement the Hotness Identifier (HI) strategy in the buﬀer manager.
LRU uses a linked list to manage all cached data page, and when data page
is evicted out of the buﬀer, the historical statistical information about the
read/write hit can be used to identify the access hotness characteristics because
the read/write hit statistical information reﬂect the access history. In order to
collect the access hotness characteristics, each data page in the buﬀer list adds
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Fig. 2. Flow in the wearing and read latency reduction approach.

two attributes: buﬀer read hit count Cr and buﬀer write hit count Cw . If one
data page is ﬁrst referenced, it will be added into the MRU position of the buﬀer
linked list, besides, its corresponding buﬀer read/write hit count value will plus
one according to its read/write operation, respectively. When the data page in
the buﬀer is referenced again, LRU adjusts the position of the data page to the
MRU position of the linked list, meanwhile, its corresponding buﬀer read/write
hit count value will also plus one according to its read/write operation.
During the eviction procedure, we classify the data access characteristics in
the buﬀer into three types, as shown in Fig. 2. When the buﬀer does not have a
free page slot for the new access data, LRU preferentially evicts the data page
in the LRU position of the linked list, which is the least recently accessed data
r
page. At this time, when the read hit ratio grows to a high watermark CrC+C
w
> w (in this work w = 95 %), the most hit statistical information of a data
page are read, and we determine it as read-hot (RH). For instance, the request
data pages in the WebSearch trace from a popular search engine [17] are all read
only, therefore, all data pages in this trace will be identiﬁed as RH. When the
w
> w, the most hit statistical
write hit ratio grows to a high watermark CrC+C
w
information of a data page are write, and we determine it as write-hot (WH).
Hence, other pages mixed with read and write hit are identiﬁed as mixed-hot
(MH). As a result, data page are classiﬁed into three groups according to their
access hotness characteristics.
3.2

Voltage Controller in HIRE

Based on the access hotness characteristics of each data page, the Voltage Controller (VC) strategy, aiming to the wearing and read latency reduction, is
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proposed, as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, blocks transition between ﬁve states
are used in this work to cooperate with the ﬁne-grained voltage controller strategy, namely clean, readActive, writeActive, mixActive and used. Clean state is
an initial state of a block which receives none program operation, or is erased.
To improve the read performance, VC implemented in the ﬂash controller
boosts the threshold voltages of ﬂash cells that store RH data, and hence the
noise margins between the states of a ﬂash cell increase, increasing the wearing
of ﬂash memory, but it leads to lower raw bit error rates so that its read performance is further improved. Note that RH data deﬁnes the resources stored in
RH data page. Moreover, VC performs this RH data on a block with readActive
state. If there is no readActive block, a block with clean state will be chosen as
the current readActive block. When all pages on the readActive block have been
written, it moves to the used state, and a new readActive block will be produced
by the above method. Note that although the wearing is estimated to somewhat
higher than that of the horizontal voltage line, fewer P/E (Program/Erase) operations in this read-hot data compensates for the wearing increment. Thus, this
relatively small increment of wearing is acceptable to achieve the read performance improvement in the read-hot data.
If one data is classiﬁed as WH, the threshold voltages of corresponding ﬂash
cells are reduced, which reduces the wearing of ﬂash memory. Simultaneously,
VC performs this data on a block with writeActive state. When all pages on the
writeActive block have been written, this block also moves to the used state,
and a new clean block will be chosen as the current writeActive block. Although
RBER is consequently higher in WH, the number of errors within a code word is
not beyond the superior error correction capability of LDPC code. Moreover, the
corresponding block is more likely to trigger garbage collection (GC) because of
the write-hot access characteristic.
Traditional voltage control without the ﬂuctuation of threshold voltages, is
applied in MH data. These MH data will be performed on a block with mixActive
state. When all pages on the mixActive block have been written, it also moves to
the used state, and VC will chose a clean block as the current mixActive block.
And when a used block is chosen by GC, it will be erased and move back to
the clean state. Similar to hot/cold data separation policy [22,23], separating
readActive, writeActive and mixActive blocks improves the eﬃciency of garbage
collection.
3.3

Overhead Analysis

The implementation of the proposed HIRE approach includes method implemented in the ﬂash buﬀer manager and information recorded in the ﬂash controller. In the ﬂash buﬀer manager, we need to maintain the access hotness
information. In order to ﬁgure out these information, the buﬀer list adds two
attributes, including buﬀer read and write hit counts. We assume that the most
buﬀer hit read/write counts is Nh , and the buﬀer size is Nc which speciﬁes the
maximum number of pages cached by buﬀer pool in this work, then the maximal
size of storage required by the access hotness information is log2 Nh  × 2 × Nc
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bits. This storage overhead is negligible for a state-of-the-art SSD. In addition,
we also extend each mapping entry in the ﬂash translation layer of ﬂash controller with a hotness ﬁeld, using 2 bits to record three types of access hotness
(RH, WH and MH ), which is also negligible for a state-of-the-art SSD. Thus, it
can be seen that the storage overhead is negligible.

4

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we ﬁrst present the experimental methodology. Then, the I/O performance and endurance improvement of the proposed voltage optimization are
presented. For comparison purpose, we have implemented several works which
are closely related to our proposed HIRE approach.
4.1

Methodology

In this paper, we use an event-driven simulator to further demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed HIRE. We simulate a 128 GB SSD with 8 channels,
each of which is connected to 8 ﬂash memory chips. We implement dynamic
page mapping scheme between logical and physical locations as the FTL mapping scheme. Greedy garbage collection and dynamic wear-leveling scheme are
also implemented in the FTL of the simulator. All these settings are consistent
with previous works [3].
Table 1. Parameters in this work
Threshold voltages

Sensing (µs) Transfer (µs) Program (µs)

(1.40, 2.85, 3.55, 4.25)

30

40

600

(1.17, 2.37, 2.96, 3.54)

90

80

600

(0.93, 1.90, 2.37, 2.83) 210

100

600

As shown in Table 1, under the traditional voltage control, (1.17, 2.37, 2.96,
3.54) represents the threshold voltage of the four states in the simulated 2 bit/cell
MLC NAND ﬂash memory chip, and we use 600 µs as the program latency when
ΔVp is 0.25, 90 µs as memory sensing latency and 80 µs as data transfer latency
when using LDPC with seven reference voltages. For the boosted threshold voltages, (1.40, 2.85, 3.55, 4.25) represents the corresponding threshold voltage of
the four ﬂash cell states when ΔVp is 0.3, 30 µs as memory sensing latency and
40 µs as data transfer latency. When the threshold voltages reduce, the threshold voltage of four ﬂash cell states is (0.93, 1.90, 2.37, 2.83) and ΔVp is 0.2, the
sensing latency is 210 µs and the data transfer latency is 100 µs.
For validation, we implement HIRE as well as baseline, HVC and LVC. We
treat traditional voltage control strategy without any further targeted optimization as the baseline case in our contrastive experiments. HVC (High Voltage Controller) approach increases threshold voltages of all ﬂash cells to maximize read
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Fig. 3. The read latency under diﬀerent voltage control approaches.

latency reduction, while LVC (Low Voltage Controller) approach reduces threshold voltages of all the ﬂash cells to maximize wearing reduction. We evaluate our
design using real world workloads from the MSR Cambridge traces [18] and two
ﬁnancial workloads [17], which are widely used in previous works to study SSD
system performance metrics [19–21].
4.2

Experiment Results

In this section, the experimental results are presented and analyzed. Seventeen
datasets were used in the experiments including a variety of application scenarios.
To test the performance of our approach, the I/O response time and wearing are
presented below.
Figure 3 shows the read latency of the proposed HIRE under diﬀerent
datasets, as compared to baseline, HVC and LVC approaches. It can be seen
that HIRE outperforms baseline under all datasets, reducing read latency by
43.49 % on average. From Fig. 3, we can also see that the read performance
improvement of HIRE under diﬀerent datasets is distinctly diﬀerent. For the
stg1 trace, the percent read latency reduction between baseline and HIRE is
58.59 %. For the fin1 trace, the percent read latency reduction between baseline
and HIRE is 6.89 %. HIRE increases voltages for the read-hot data, thus more
read-hot signiﬁcantly reduces the read latency. Figure 3 also shows that HVC
approach archives the maximize read performance improvement, which is even
better than HIRE. This signiﬁcant improvement achieved for HVC approach is
attributed to the fact that persistently increasing voltages leads to the minimize
read response time, while HIRE only increases voltages of the read-hot data.
However, HVC will also get the worst ﬂash wearing at the same time, which can
be seen in Fig. 4.
Figure 4 shows the wearing weight for the seventeen traces under four
approaches. Wearing weight is invoked as the metric to show the wearing degree
of the proposed approach. The lower wearing weight, the longer endurance of
storage system. It can be seen that compared with the traditional baseline approach, HIRE achieves signiﬁcant wearing reduction. HIRE outperforms baseline
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Fig. 4. The wearing weight under four approaches.

Fig. 5. The normalized write latency under diﬀerent voltage control strategies.

with wearing reduction by 16.87 % on average. On the other hand, compared to
baseline, the greatest wearing reduction observed in stg1 is 19.99 %, while the
smallest reduction observed in fin2 is only 1.66 %. This is because HIRE drops
voltages for the write-hot data, thus more write-hot data signiﬁcantly reduces the
wearing. Moreover, HVC gets the maximum wearing weight although it realizes
the maximum read latency reduction, which has been discussed above.
To further demonstrate that our HIRE approach does not sacriﬁce the write
performance, the normalized write latency in all experiments are measured and
presented in Fig. 5. It can be seen that, very intuitively, the write latency of HIRE
is comparable to those of the three competitor approaches. We can thus get the
conclusion that the voltage control strategy in the proposed HIRE approach does
not aﬀect the write latency of the storage system.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed HIRE, a wearing and read reduction approach, that
applies two new management strategies in NAND ﬂash memory storage system: Hotness Identifier (HI) captures the hotness characteristics at the ﬂash
buﬀer management level and Voltage Controller (VC) manages the appropriate
threshold voltages of a ﬂash cell in the ﬂash controller. The key insight behind
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the design of HIRE is that based on the access hotness characteristics provided
by HI, VR decreases the threshold voltages of a ﬂash cell for the write-hot data
for wearing reduction and increases these for the read-hot data for read latency
reduction. Extensive experimental results and detailed comparisons show that
the proposed approach is eﬀective in various types of workloads for NAND ﬂash
memory storage system. On average, HIRE improves read performance by up to
43.49 % and decreases the wearing of ﬂash memory by up to 16.87 % over previous voltage management approaches. In addition, HIRE does not have a negative write performance eﬀect, and the overhead of the proposed approach is
negligible.
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